Discover Oman

Day 1:
Arrival at Muscat airport, meet and assist upon arrival, transfer to hotel for over night
Day 2:
Half-day tour in Muscat visit the Natural History Museum in Al-Khuwair, where you get an
overview about the geology, flora and fauna and the landscapes of Oman. Then visit the
Oman Museum, otherwise, the National Museum in Ruwi and the PDO Exhibition Hall. Then
drive through the port area to the Hala-Souq, one of the oldest souqs in Oman. The narrow,
winding streets make the area seem like a maze. Everywhere the smell of sweets, spices,
incense, incense and perfumery Duftoelen. Then visit to the Al Alam Palace (photo stop
outside) with the two forts Jalali and Mirani. After this morning, certain impressions Return to
your hotel and rest of the day at leisure, overnight.
Day 3:
Breakfast at hotel and check-out; Transfer by bus to Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque visit the
largest and most notable mosque in the country. After six years of construction, now over
6000 believers can pray in their interior. The Persian carpet in the prayer hall has (entered in
the Guinness Book of Records) on a 70 x 60 meter surface not less than 1.7 billion knots,

impress the highest minaret of over 90 meters high, impressive art and crafts and a huge
chandelier deep.
Then drive to Muscat, where you will visit the local fish market. Return to Muscat and straight
to the airport for your flight to Salalah. Upon arrival transfer to hotel for over night.

Day 4:
Breakfast at hotel. Transfer to Visit the Gold and frankincense Souk and learn the differences
between the various quality parameters of incense. Then a visit to the Sultan's Palace (photo
stop only from the outside, then visit Salalah Museum
overview about the traditional and historical aspects of this region.
Then you can fish in the market under the comings and goings of the fishing mix and cozy in
vegetables and Fruechtesouq stroll.
A photo stop at the imposing mosque Shanfari 'and the ruins of Al Balid Sanctuary' round up
the outing. Along the way you also have the opportunity to drink fresh coconut milk. And rest
of the day at leisure Then Return to the hotel fo
for overnight.
Day 5:
Breakfast at hotel. Then drive in 4WD vehicles in the West Salalah. They first reach the
mausoleum of the prophet Job, which is also called Job's Tomb. The interior of the
mausoleum is also accessible to non-Muslims; women have to wear a headscarf. From the
edge of the hill one has a fantastic view over the rolling hills and plains of Salalah.
The balance of the trip to the historic Wadi Dawqah, This area has been a UNESCO world
heritage site in the late 90s. The subsequent journey will take you to Wadi Ayun. This broad
wadi is famous for its wild frankincense trees and is a tourist spot in itself. The rest of the day
is at leisure, Return to the hotel for
Overnight.
Day 6:
Breakfast at hotel. Then transfer to airport to take flight to Salalah and Muscat.
First you drive southwards to the white sand beach of Fins Beach. After a shorter holding
Continue to Bima sinkhole and continue along the stunning coast via Wadi Shab / Wadi Tiwi
to Sur. After an orientation tour of Sur check-in at the hotel for Overnight.

Day 7:
Breakfast at hotel. Ride through small villages of Wadi Bani Khalid. This wadi is among the
greenest and most beautiful wadis in Oman. The road leads you through the mountains and
offers beautiful views of the surroundings. In the shade of palm trees a variety of ripe tropical
fruits. That last part leads directly through the riverbed past thick, smooth washed boulders
and falaj-channels. The road ends at a small car and proceed on foot to the wadi. The wadi is
covered in lush greenery and the crystal-clear, sparkling water tuerkisgruen that have many
small fish.
Then onward to, Wahiba Sands, which covers an area of 15,000 km2. Our more experienced
riders will ride over the sand dunes, which will certainly be an unforgettable experience. After
this amazing experience there is even the opportunity to visit a Bedouin family and to learn
more about their lives in the desert. Overnight in Camp.

Day 8:
Breakfast at the camp. Then drive through the historic Palace of Ibra Jabrin. The building is
among the most beautiful and most interesting of Oman and was originally not a fort, but a
residential palace. It was built in the late 17th century and became a place of education and
sciences. It was also founded a theology school. The whole complex consists of a rectangular
building, standing on its north and south side of the subsequently appended Kanonentuerme.
This palace was built architecturally planned. The western half includes the magnificent
residential and representation rooms as well as libraries. With all the design details of the
interior design is one of the lusters of Omani traditional home decor. Particularly noteworthy
are the numerous paintings on the wooden ceilings with beautiful Islamic motifs. The eastern
half and the Mittelbauten consist of simple rooms for staff and familial intermarriage. The view
from the palace in the environment is unique. A short drive brings you to Bahla. This was
recorded as worth preserving in the World Heritage List of UNESCO. Due to the ongoing

renovation work, the system can unfortunately not be seen from the inside. Upon arrival
check in Hotel for Overnight
Day 09:
Nizwa - Jebel Shams - Al Hamra - Misfah - Nizwa
After breakfast. You go through the impressive Wadi Ghul to the plateau of Jebel Shams
('Mountain of the Sun'). From here you have a wonderful view of the enormous gorge, also,
Grand Canyon 'of Oman is called. This whole route is among the most beautiful Oman.
On the way back to you first visit Nizwa Al Hamra. The old, built on a hillside village of Al
Hamra which were built over a stone foundation. Then Continue to Misfah. Just before the
village you'll reach a plateau, from which one has the most beautiful views of the entire site.
The old village of Misfah is completely walled in stone and glued to a steep mountain slope,
whereas on the northern edge of the flanks of the Jebel Akhdar to rise steeply. You have time
to explore the village on foot (we ask for restrained behavior and decent clothes). Behind the
gate in the narrow alleyways are only pedestrians to get through. Below the houses, the
garden plots and falaj-channels are incorporated artistically into the terraced hillside.
Overnight at Hotel in Nizwa.

Day 10:
Nizwa Tour - Wadi Bani Awf - Nakhl - Sawadi
After breakfast, drive to downtown Nizwas.
Nizwa was once capital of the dynasty Julanda in the 6th and 7th century AD The bright blue
and gold dome of the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque and the massive tower of the
neighboring fortress tower from afar over the tops of the palms and define the skyline of the
historic oasis. Especially in the 17th Century Nizwa was flourishing center of religion,
philosophy, art and commerce. Today, Nizwa is one of the most visited tourist attractions with
its historical buildings and imposing fort, the Nizwa Fort was with his monumental fortress
tower in the middle of the 17th century by Sultan bin Saif bin Malik al-Ya'aruba built in twelve
years, by the way to defend the hinterland. The ascent on the huge, round cannon platform is
a stairway with a tangle of branches and various false Scheintueren that would confuse
potential intruders. From the tower you can overlook the whole city Nizwas.
From the fortress it is only a short distance to the souk, which consists of several parts. The
central areas are the Western and the Eastern souk, the fruit and vegetable market
connected with buildings for meat, fish and dates and of course the craft and confectionery
products souq, the fabric and textile souk including a number of tailor shops. Nizwa is
especially well known for its handmade-Khanjar daggers and silver jewelry.
Then adventurous ride through the narrow gorge of the Wadi Bani Awf. Something deeper in
the Wadi from a distance you see the impressive village with its flowered terraces Bilat Sayt.
Later reached the strong fortress of Nakhl, which was directly in front of the gigantic backdrop

of the steep and barren Jebel Nakhl massif built. This fort was used by the Imams of Bani
Kharous and Ya'arubah dynasty. Finally, the fort was extensively renovated and refurbished.
Inside, many rooms have been equipped with traditional objects, and the ceiling paintings and
carvings of Holstered were repaired. The panorama from the Tower is unique and offers a
magnificent view over the surrounding countryside. From the old village of Nakhl one road
leads through the gardens towards Ain Thowarah to the local hot springs. A short time to
relax near the springs, surrounded by green vegetation and steep cliffs, rising.
Drive to Sawadi and check in at hotel for over night
Day 11 - 14:
Leisure in Al Sawadi Beach Resort
Breakfast at hotel. Enjoy the carefree beach days and the amenities of your hotel.
Day 15:
Departure from Oman
Breakfast at hotel then transfer to airport for Departure

